2019 Joint Workshop
on

Future charm-tau Factory
24–28 September, 2019

1st bulletin

The goal of the Workshop is to discuss the future charm-tau factory projects. The physics case will
be revisited via joint theory and experiment contributions, together with detailed discussions on
the required accelerator and detector design. Two existing proposals – one in Novosibirsk and the
other in Hefei – will give a base for discussions.

Workshop Site and Date
The Workshop will be held from 24 till 28 September, 2019 in Moscow at the Russian Academy
of Sciences Main Building.
LLC MESOL is the authorized operator of the Workshop.

Local Organizing Committee
● S. Eidelman (LPI RAS & BINP)
● P. Pakhlov (LPI RAS)
● G. Pakhlova (LPI RAS)
● V. Popov (LPI RAS)
● D. Sidorina (LPI RAS)
● E. Solovieva (LPI RAS)
● T. Uglov (LPI RAS)
● V. Vorobyev (BINP)
● V. Zhukova (LPI RAS)

Important Dates
July 15, 2019 – start of the fee payment.
July 29, 2019 – deadline for Russian visa application (normal procedure: all countries except for
EU, India, Japan, USA).
August 15, 2019 – deadline for the early fee payment.
September 10, 2019 – deadline for Russian visa application (simplified procedure: USA, EU,
Japan, India).
September 24-27, 2019 – the Workshop.

Workshop Fee
The Workshop fee is 22 000 Russian rubles (~300 Euro). In case of the payment before August
15, the fee is reduced to 18 000 Russian rubles (~250 Euro). The Workshop fee covers

participation in all scientific sessions, the Workshop kit, coffee breaks, participation in all social
events.
The fee for accompanying persons is 8 000 Russian rubles (~110 Euro).
The payment is to be done via a credit card or bank transfer in advance. The official Workshop
operator LLC MESOL is authorized to collect payments. As an exception, payment on site
(Russian rubles only) could be accepted. In such a case the Organizing Committee should be
notified in advance.

Visa Information
Foreign nationals of most countries, including citizens of the EU, US, Japan, China, are required
to obtain a visa to visit Russia.
The Organizing Committee will prepare and send a visa support letter to participants upon
completing the Registration form, where applicants are kindly requested to supply the organizers
with a copy of the passport page (with a photo) and personal data. The same information is to be
provided for the accompanying person(s). If you plan to obtain a visa in a country you are not a
citizen of, a copy of your residence permit is also needed.
For citizens of the EU countries as well as India, Japan and USA a simplified visa procedure is
provided: the invitation can be issued by the inviting organization within one day. For other
countries the invitation should be prepared by the federal authorities, which takes time. We thus
kindly ask you to start you registration as early as possible.
With a visa support letter one can apply for a short-term (30 or 90 days) humanitarian visa. If one
needs a multiple long-term visa, please contact the Organizing Committee. You can find the list
of Russian embassies and consulates around the world under https://goingrus.com/info/en/getrussian-visa/russian-consulates.

Accommodation
The majority of the Workshop events will be held at the Main Building of the Russian Academy
of Sciences. Its address: Leninsky Prospekt, building 32A. It is situated near (700 m) the Leninsky
Prospekt metro station and Ploschad Gagarina MCC station.
The only hotel within a walking distance to the Workshop site is Korston Club Hotel ****
(booking.com review score: 8.0).
Address: Kosygina Street, 15.
Standard single/double room rate: 109/128 Euro (including breakfast).
There are about 500 hotels in Moscow. We recommend you to book a hotel yourself via
booking.com. This way you can choose the most appropriate place and dates for you, send your
request directly to the hotel, and change your reservation. We will offer later another set of hotels
from which minimal transportation to the Workshop site is required.

Currency and Credit Cards
Money exchange (preferably Euro or US dollars) is possible in various exchange offices in
Moscow. There are also many ATMs (“Bankomat”) in Moscow which accept major credit cards.
We recommend to have some cash since sometimes credit cards are not accepted in small shops.

Contacts
E-mail: c.tau.workshop@gmail.com
WWW: https://c-tau.ru
Post address: P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
53 Leninsky Prospekt
119991, Moscow
Russia

